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Agenda

• Macroeconomic overview

• Impact of Covid on hospitality 

• Deal environment

• Winners and losers



The recession is K-shaped



What shape is the recovery



From bust to boom

• "When the facts 

change, I change my 

mind. What do you do, 

sir?"

• John Maynard Keynes



What has changed

•Unemployment not as bad as 
forecast

•Consumer appetite remains 
strong (personal savings rates 
higher during this recession)

•Vaccine, vaccine and vaccine



Reasons to be cheerful

UK economic growth forecasts

Goldman Sachs chief economist Jan 

Hatzius said on 7th November in a report 

called V(accine)-Shaped Recovery

2021 6.1%

2022  7.3%



• Accelerator of change

• Change agent

Impact of 

Covid



Brian Chesky, Airbnb CEO

1. Travel has changed forever and a 

permanent diminishing of business travel

2. Cities no longer the focus

3. More meaningful travel, less mass travel

4. No longer a tourist district and residential 

district

Covid myths



Working from home

CBRE survey September 2020

Half respondents were Fortune 500

Global

• More appetite for flexibility

• But just 11% envisage a fully 

remote workforce

• “Hotelification” of office one theme

• 60% looking to reduce space



How bad is it
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UKHospitality says hospitality 

industry accounts for one-third of 

current GDP decline 

Outstanding rent estimated at £1.6bn



Covid pain

GOPPAR falls

• 9-11 25%

• Iraq II 22%

• GFC 27%

• Covid 122%



Distressed balance sheets

The “extend and 

pretend” policies seen 

in the post-GFC period 

are unlikely to be 

repeated. 

Zombies need to watch 

out!



Weight of money

Private equity dry powder as much as

$2.5 trillion (or $2,500,000,000,000)

This means:

• Asset pricing will be robust 

• Yields even lower



Winners and losers

Losers

• SMEs and 

independents

• Economic 

pessimists

Winners

• Big brands

• Flexible concepts

• Inflation (?)
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